
Getting Started | Supplies Needed
• Bean bag filler (THREE 100L bags of regular polystyrene beans, 250-275L  
   is needed for each bean bag -  an option is Big Joe bean bag filler that  
   can be found on Amazon.com)

• Bean bag inner cover: Your package from us will contain two covers:  
   a thick durable handwoven outer cotton cover (outer cover), and a    
   tough inner waterproof cover (inner cover). The INNER COVER is  
   where the filler goes.

• Shake out the inner cover to ensure it’s not stuck together with static.

• Large DIY cardboard cone.

• Vacuum cleaner (optional) You may want to fill your  
   bean bag in a small, uncarpeted area (or even a 
   bathtub) to contain spillage. Switch off 
   fans/air-conditioners to prevent beans  
   from flying away!

4 Simple Steps On How to Fill Our Bean Bags

Step 1 | Make Large Cardboard Cone
Roll a sheet of firm paper or cardboard into a cone (about 3-4” 
in diameter at its narrower end) to act as a funnel to pour beans 
into the inner cover.

Step 2 | Locate Zipper + Insert Cone Into Cover.
Next locate the zipper in the INNER cover and unzip.
Insert the narrow end of the cone into the inner cover as far as 
it would go. Hold the cone vertically.

Step 3 | Pour Bean Bag Filler
Gently pour the beans into the inner cover using the funnel. 
You will use approximately 2 1/2 bags (250 - 275L) of filler. Slow 
and steady is the key here - be watchful during this stage, the 
beans will move fast. It works best if one person holds the bean 
bag and cone steadily in place, while the other pours the filler. 

Step 4 | Finishing Up
Insert the outer cover over the filled inner cover. Make sure the 
zipper-side of the inner cover is facing up.
Zip up the outer cover and shake the beanbag a few times to 
ensure that the beans fill out fully. 

Still Have Questions Or Need Help? Visit Our Website monkeymind.shop
We want to make sure you are 100% satisfied with your bean bag purchase! 

https://www.monkeymind.shop/pages/guide-on-how-to-fill-a-bean-bag

